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PREVENTION. OF INTERNATIONAL DOUBLE 
I 

TAXATIO~-AND TAX EVASION 

TWO DECADES OF PROGRESS UNDER 
THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

Inasmuch as the movement to relieve trade between countries 
from the burdens of international double taxation was begun 
about twenty years ago, and as the Fiscal Committee of the 
League of Nations had its first meeting about ten· years ago, 
it seems appropriate, on the occasion of this meeting of the 
Fiscal Committee in 1939, to review the accomplishments of 
the work done under the auspices of the League. 
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THE PROBLEM OF DOUBLE TAXATION 

' 
Although prior to the world w~r t~ere had b~en a few 

provisions in national tax laws and m bilateral treaties between 
Central European States for the prevent~on of. double taxation, 
the general ·movement to remove this serious obstacle. to 
commerce did not begin until after the war, when the leading 
nations turned their attention again to foreign trade. Many 
countries had increased their tax rates to the maximum, and 
business enterprises which ventured into the territory of other 
States in order to market their products found themselves 
subjected to an accumulation of levies abroad and at home 
which often exceeded half the income and, where certain surtaxes 
were incurred, even more than the entire income. Many countries 
exercised jurisdiction over the entire income of individuals and 
companies resident in their territory, including income derived 
from sources in other countries, and, conversely, countries 
extended their jurisdiction over foreign enterprises on any 
possible basis and to the fullest extent conceivable. Thus, some 
imposed liability because of the mere solicitation of sales within 
the country, and others because of the maintenance of a business 
connection or a current of business (courant d'aflaires) within 
the country. 

Although some Governments made a distinction between 
trade with and trade within the country, holding that only the 
carrying-on of trade within the country gave rise to tax liability, 
their courts wove such a fine web of reasoning to sustain liability 
that the sale of raw materials and commodities through local 
commission agents or brokers often gave rise to tax liability, 
and the practical difficulty of determining profits derived from 
such sales tended to curtail such transactions.· The opening 
of a sales office or an assembly plant or any other kind of 
permanent establishment gave rise to liability to the income 
tax, and most countries treated as a permanent establishment 
the effecting of sales through an intermediary or agent who acted 
regularly for an enterprise, and especially if he concluded 
contracts for its account. 

When goods were sold within the country the profit was 
co~sidere.d t? a~s~ at that time, but the country of sale generally 
clatmed )Unsdlchon over the entire profit realised from such 
sales over the cost of production in other countries. Inasmuch 
as the country in which the goods were produced claimed that 



most, if not all, of the profits eventually derived were attributable 
to the productive activities carried on in its territory, and if 
the country in which the enterprise had its head office, especially 
if the head office were in the country of pnxiuctio11; claimed 
jurisdiction over the entire income, serious multiple. taxation 
inevitably arose. •. 

Some administrations were not content with determining 
the profits of a local branch on the basis of factors within their 
jurisdiction, but· demanded. of the head office its accounts 
showing net income arising from operations throughout the 
world, in order that they might determine the proportion of the 
entire net income attributable to activities within their territory. 
If several countries of ·different languages, different tax laws 
and different accounting practices all asked the enterprise to 
supply head office accounts, translated and adapted to their 
different laws and practices; in order that each might cut its 
slice of the .entire net income, the resulting burden on the 
enterprise is evident, especially in view of the propensity of 
each administration to attribute the largest portion of the net 
income to the activities within its border. 

In order to avoid this burden, corporations quite generally 
organised a local company, so that the business assets within 
the country might be readily segregated. If the subsidiary 
showed losses, its separate legal existence did not daunt the 
ingenious collectors of taxes. They evolved theories which 
justified extending the fiscal arm to collar the foreign corporation 
and bring it within the jurisdiction of their courts: the subsidiary 
-company was held to be a mere " organ " of the foreign 
-corporation, or to constitute with the parent corporation an 
" economic unity ", or the parent corporation, through 
controlling a subsidiary corporation with similar objects, was 
itself viewed as extending its exploitation into the taxing 
jurisdiction. Such theories not only served to reach foreign 
parent corporations but even to corral foreign grandparent or 
great-grandparent corporations. 

Although .the prime objective of most countries was to export 
goods, some Governments, in their quest for revenues, even 
sought to impose tax on the profit deemed to have been derived 
through purchasing within the country. Perhaps the most 
burdened organisations were the steamship companies that 
loaded and unloaded passengers and freight in a number of 
different countries, each of which attempted to claim its share 
<lf the entire net income, earned for the most part for transport 
services on the high seas and therefore not within the jurisdiction 
of any of the taxing States. While many countries were in 
desperate need of capital, whether in the form of loans to the 
Government or loans or investments in local enterprises, their 
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Governments often sought to impose such high taxes on interest 
or dividends as to constitute a serious barrier to the influx of 
wanted funds. In short, the grasping for revenues was te~ding 
seriousl;r to obstruct efforts to restore trade, and ~u~I~~ss 
enterpnses were so restricted by _the netw<?rk of tax liabilit_Ies 
that they hesitated to assume the riSks of forei~n commerc~, V.:~Ich 
were serious enough apart from any question of tax liability. 

Various Governments whose foreign commerce was of such 
importance as to justify initial sacrifices undertook to encourage 
their domestic enterprises by saying, in effect: "Trade abroad 
and pay the tax in the foreign country, but I will give you a 
certain amount of relief against your home tax ". Long before 
the war, the Netherlands, in view of its large colonial and trade 
interests, had led the way in this type of relief by allowing, in 
its income-tax law of 1893, the individual taxpayer deriving 
income from a colony or foreign country to deduct from the 
graduated tax payable to the Netherlands Government the tax 
he would have to pay if his net income were equal to that which 

·he derived from a given colony or foreign country (Taxation; 
Vol. II, page 34). In its Law of 'January IIth, 1918, the 
Netherlands allowed a domestic company to deduct from its 
distributed income, for the purposes of the tax on dividends, 
two-thirds of that part of the dividend which corresponded to 
the foreign profits (Collection, Vol. I, page 197). In 1906, Belgium 
authorised a reduction of three-fourths in its rate applicable to 
income derived from foreign sources (document F.212, page II). 

Pressed by war needs to keep up trade within the Empire, 
in 1916, the United Kingdom had granted a certain relief 
against its tax (Section 43, Finance Act of 1916, reproduced in 
Section 55 of the Income Tax Act of 1918), which was replaced 
by a dominion income-tax relief still in effect (Section 27 
Finance Act of 1920, since amended by the Finance Act of 1927: ' 
~ch.e~ule V, part II, p~ragraph 2, _(iii}). U~der this provision, 
mdiVIduals or compames resident m the Umted Kingdom were 
allowed to deduct from their United Kingdom tax the dominion 
t~x on income from sources within its territory, provided it 
di<;l not exceed half the United Kingdom rate ; if it exceeded 
this proportion of the British tax, the dominion itself was 
supposed to. forgo_ the amount by which its tax exceeded 
half t~e Umt~d Kmgdom tax. As regards British trade with 
countnes outside the Empire, another provision in the British 
Income Tax. Act (Rule 2, Case V, Schedule D, Income Tax 
Act of 1918) Is construed to free from tax profits from a business 
managed a~~oad u!lless remitted to the United Kingdom. 
Sue~ a proVIsion obVIously tends to have the effect of encouraging 
the mvestme':lt of profits abroad in the building-up of separately 
managed busmesses. · 
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. In 1918, the United States adopted a policy of relief applicable 
to all foreign countries, which consisted in allowing a credit for 
the income taxes paid in foreign countries against the United 
States tax on entire net income, but in 1921 the proviso was 

·added that this credit should not exceed the same proportion 
of the United States tax as the income from the foreign countries 
bore to entire net income. Other countries were giving their 
national enterprises relief in different ways. Thus, France 
subjected its home enterprises to profits tax only in respect of 
profits attributable to a local permanent establishment, thereby 
exempting profits allocable to an establishment in another 
country. Italy soon followed this example and, in general, 
other schedular taxes were imposed only on income from various 
local sources. Provisions of essentially similar import were 
found in the laws of the various Swiss cantons and of Central 
European and other States. 

In each of the foregoing cases, the home country of the 
enterprise, which will be termed .herein the· " country of fiscal 
domicile", by unilateral action; gave up all, or a part of, its 
tax on the foreign income. The Governments knew full well, 
however, by removing these obstacles to the bringing home of 
foreign income, they would collect tax when this addition to 
na~ional wealth was paid out as salaries. to employees, for 
supplies to . keep the factory going, or as dividends to 
shareholders, and that they would further participate through 
taxation when the money circulated from hand to hand. 
However, in each of these countries mentioned, there was a 
strong movement in commercial as well as governmental 
circles to bring about a sharing of the burden of relief as 
between the country of fiscal domicile and the other country 
of source. 

In 1921, realising the utter impracticality of trying to 
determine the proportion of the profits of foreign shipping 
companies earned in the United States, the American 
Government, after trying several formulz to effect a fair 
allocation, decided that the only solution would be to cut the 
Gordian knot and offer an outright exemption for the profits 
of foreign shipping companies if the country to which they 
belonged accorded American shipping enterprises an equivalent 
exemption (Section 213(b) (8), Revenue Act of 1921). It is of 
interest that this provision was enacted a little over one hundred 
years subsequent to the Netherlands Law of May 21st, 1819, 
which exempted, on condition of reciprocity, foreign ships 
from the business licence tax (droit de patente), which, broadly 
speaking, was a precursor of the income tax. . 

Reciprocal concessions on a broader basis were adopted in 
a number of . bilateral agreements between various Central 
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European Governments prior to the war, and soon thereafter 
these countries began to negotiate new and broader agreements. 

Perhaps the earliest general treaty o~ the avoidanc~ of doub~e 
taxation was that concluded by Austna-Hungary with Prussia 
on June 21st, 18gg, and this was followed by treaties with other 
German States, such as Liechtenstein in 1901, Saxony 
and Bavaria .in 1903, Wurtemberg in 1905. In 1907, Austria 
and Hungary concluded such a convention between themselves. 
Other pre-war treaties were those between Austria and Baden 
in 1908, Prussia and Luxemburg in 1909, Prussia and Basle
Town in I9IO/II, Austria and Hesse in 1912, and, in 1913, those 
between Germany and Zurich, Luxemburg· and Hesse, Austria 
and Bavaria, Basle-Town and Baden. (CoUection, Vol. I, page 
249). . 

Germany took the lead after the war by reaching an under
standing with the Saar Territory in 1921 on income taxes, and 
by signing with Czecho-Slovakia, on December 31st, 1921, a 
treaty for the avoidance of double taxation in the field of income 
and property taxes (Collection, Vol. I, page g), and this was 
followed on May 23rd, 1922, by a similar treaty with Austria 
(Collection, Vol. I, page 15). Italy invited the Succession States 
of. the Austro-Hungarian Empire-namely, Austria, Hungary, 
Poland, Roumania and the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats 
and Slovenes-to a conference in Rome, which resulted in a 
multilateral Convention, signed April 6th, 1922 (Collection, 
Vol. I, page 73). This splendid attempt at multilateral action, 
however, came into effect only as between Italy and Austria. 
Th~se and ?ther treaties th~t were negotiated during the wave 
of mternahonal commerce m the xgzo's, and even during the 
depression and.subsequent~y. w~ll be briefiy described later, but 
!hey are. menhone~ ·at this pomt to evidence the widespread 
mterest m preve~tmg double taxation which centred in the 
League of Nations. 
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BEGINNING OF LEAGUE WORK ON DOUBLE 
TAXATION 

The work of the League of Nations on the prevention of 
double taxation was begun towards the end of 192I, when its 
Financial Committee, acting on a recommendation of the Inter
national Financial Conference held the previous year in Brussels, 
entrusted the theoretical study of double taxation to four econo
mists-Professor BRUINS, of the Netherlands; Professor EINAUDI, 
of Italy; Professor SELIGMAN, of the United States of America; 
and Sir Josiah STAMP,ofthe United Kingdom. The International 
Chamber of Commerce, at its first congress in 1920, had placed 
double taxation on its agenda and, ever since then, the work 
of its Standing Committee on Double Taxation has been 
communicated for consideration to the League Committees, 
and representatives of the former organisation have been invited 
to attend, in an advisory capacity, the meetings held under the 
auspices of the League of Nations. 

In June 1922, the Financial Committee of the League entrusted 
the study of both double taxation and tax evasion from an 
administrative and practical point of view to a group of high 
officials of the tax· administrations of seven European countries 
(Belgium, the United Kingdom, Czecho-Slovakia, France, Italy, 
the Netherlands and Switzerland), and we are fortunate in still 
having as members of the Fiscal Committee three of the members 
of the original group-namely, M. BLAU, M. BoRDUGE and Dr. 
SINNIN'GHE-DAMSTE, who may be considered as the representa
tives of the traditional spirit of international co-operation which 
has always inspired the experts since they began their joint 
work. After five sessions, from· 1923 to 1925, the technical 
experts issued a report and ·resolutions (document F.212), 
dated February 7th, 1925. 

The Committee was then enlarged to include experts from the 
Argentine, Germany, Japan, Poland and Venezuela. Sessions 
were held in 1926 and 1927, and, at the third session, experts 
from the United States attended for the first time. On the basis 
of the work previously done, this group formulated bilateral 
Conventions for the prevention of double taxation, the first 
dealing with income and property taxes, the second with 
succession duties, the third with administrative assistance in 
matters of taxation, and the fourth with judicial assistance in the 
collection of taxes. These Conventions, with their commentaries, 
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are found in a report. d.ated April 1927 (document C.216.M.85. 
1927.11). -

This report was sent to the various Governments, Members 
and non-members of the League, and, in October 1927, twenty
seven sent representatives to the General Meeting of Government 
Experts on Double Taxation and Tax Evasion. · This group 
revised somewhat the draft Convention dealing with income 
and property taxes and added two more which seemed more. 
susceptible of use by States with tax systems different from that 
envisaged in the first draft. This meeting also adopted with 
minor changes the draft Conventions on succession duties and 
on administrative and judicial assistance (document C.562. 
M.178.1928.11). ' 

Pursuant to the recommendations of the General Meeting of 
Government Experts that a permanent committee be formed, 
the Fiscal Committee was named by the Council of the League, 
and has been meeting since 1929. 

The reports of these successive groups, composed 'in part of 
the same members, will be described below with a view to 
showing the reasons for the recommendations which still stand 
and serve as guides in the formulation of treaties. 
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REPORT OF THE ECONOMISTS, 1923 

The report of the economists, dated April3rd, 1923 (document 
E.F.S.73·F.zg), defines the extent to which double taxation 
may be a burden on existing economic rewards or else an inter
ference with new or potential economic intercourse, and, in 
the latter connection, shows how a tax imposed on interest in 
the country of the borrower must ordinarily be assumed by the 
borrower and therefore constitutes a barrier to the flow of capital. 
The report also develops the doctrine of economic allegiance, 
the underlying theory being that a "part of the total sum (of 
taxes) paid according to the ability of a person ought to reach 
the competing authorities according to the economic interest 
under each authority. The ideal solution is that the individual's 
whole faculty should be taxed, but that it should be taxed 
only once, and that the liability should be divided among the 
tax districts according to his relative interests in each.'' In 
determining economic allegiance, there are four main questions : 

(I) Where is the yield physically or ecOnomically pro
duced? 

(z) Where are the final results of the process as a complete 
production. of wealth actually to be found ? 

(3) Where can the rights to the handing over of these 
results be enforced ? 

(4) Where is the wealth spent or consumed or otherwise 
disposed of ? · 

• 
However, the report observes that the most important factors 

are (I) the origin of the wealth and (4) the residence or domicile 
of the owner who consumes the wealth. 

The report notes that the States with income taxes might 
be roughly placed in three categories : 

(I) Those whose fiscal system merely consists of separate 
taxes upon things and different objects of wealth (such as 
the pre-war impdts reels of France and Belgium and the 
Erlragssteurern of the German States) ; , 

(2) Those which have a system of taxes upon separate 
sources of income which are often supplemented by a pro
gressive tax upon total income (such as the various impdts 
cedulaires and general income tax of France, and a similar 
classification of taxes in Italy) ; 
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(3) Those coun~ries which h.aye a pure in~ome t.ax ~~posed 
on the entire net mcome of c1t1zens or resident md!Viduals, 
but only on income from dome~tic source~ in the case of 
non-residents (as, for example, m the Umted States, the 
United Kingdom, Germany and the Netherlands). 
After discussing the economic allegia::1ce u1 various class~s 

of wealth for purposes of taxation, t~e report c~nclude~ that 1t 
would be desirable ideally to apportion econom1c ~e91ance as 
between origin and domicile ~ follows '· {I) to ong1!1-land, 
mines and oil-wells, commercial establishments, agncultural 
implements, machinery, flocks and herds ; and vessels to the 
place of registry; and (2) to domicile-money, jewellery and 
furniture, income from mortgages, corporate shares and bonds 
and public securities, general credits and professional earnings. 
Expressed in another way, all corporeal wealth, including 
immovables and tangible movables, except money, jewellery, 
furniture and the like, would be assigned predominantly or 
wholly to the place of origin ; all intangible wealth, except the 
property value of mortgages, would be assigned predominantly 
or wholly to domicile or residence. The report admits, however, 
that to allocate the exact proportion of economic allegiance 
to each category is almost impossible. 

Inasmuch as the prevention of double taxation involves 
concessions on the part of either the country of residence or 
that of origin, or by both, the report of the economists then states 
broadly four alternative methods for preventing double taxation 
which reflect to a large degree provisions that had· already been 
tried out in internal legislation or treaties. Briefly, the four 
methods are as follows : . 

(I) The country might deduct from the tax due from its 
residents any tax paid by them on their income from abroad. 
An example of this is the limited credit for foreign taxes 
allowed by the United States. · . 

(2) The converse-namely, that the country of origin should 
exempt all non-residents from taxation on income derived from 
sources within its border. This should have the effect of increas
ing the flow of capital from abroad and the development of 
less f.av~ured regio!ls· The provision for reciprocal exemption 
of sh1ppmg profits 1s generally placed in this category. 

(3) It may be :possible by conventions to divide specific 
taxes so that !1- porhon would be borne by the country of origin 
and the remamder by the ~ountry of residence. This proposal 
~eflects somew~at the bas1c theory of the British dominion 
mco~e-tax rehef, whe~eby Britain gives up a maximum of 
half 1ts. tax, pres';'pposmg that the dominion will forgo the 
part of 1ts tax wh1ch exceeds half the British rate. 
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(4) By convention it might be determined to attach origin 
taxation specifically and.wholly to broad classes of investment 
or embodiment of wealth such as rents of land and of houses, 
and mortgages of real property, but to exempt the non-residents 
in respect of income derived from business securities. The 
country of residence would allow the whole of the foreign tax 
as a deduction from its income tax on the resident in respect 
of the former sources of income, but would tax other sources 
in full. The country of origin would retain its specific origin 
taxes in full. · · · 

The conclusion of the report is that, in the case of a developed 
form of income taxation, the reciprocal exemption of the non
resident under method (2) is the most practical and desirable 
way of avoiding the evils of double taxation, and should be 
adopted _wherever countries feel in a position to do so. If, 
however, countries are reluctant to abandon the principles of 
origin, method. (4) is suggested, with possible adaptations of 
method (3). . . · 

Looking toward the future, the report envisages the possibility · 
·of a development away from earlier stages of economic thought 
·typified by strict adherence to the principles of origin and stated 
that, as semi-developed countries become more industrialised, 
with the resulting attenuation of the distinctions between debtor· 
and creditor countries, the principles of personal faculty at 
the place of personal residence will become more widely under
stood and appreciated, and the disparity ·between the two 
principles will become less obvious, " so that we may look 
forward to the ultimate development of national ideas on 
uniform lines towards method (2), if not as the more logical and 
theoretical and defensible economic view of the principles of 
income taxation, at least as the most practical solution of the 
difficulties of double taxation ". 
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REPORT QF TECHNICAL EXPERTS, I925 

The report of the experts from seven countries, appointed 
in I922, was published on February 7th, I925 (do7umen~ 
F.2I2) after the Committee had held five sess1ons durmg the 
years ~923 to I925. The task of this.Committee, as under~tood 
by it, consisted in en~eavouring to bnng abo.ut a more eqmtable 
assignment of taxat10n to prev~nt the ~vii effec~s of double 
taxation and to check tax evas10n, but 1t recogmsed that no 
change could be made in the then condition of affairs without 
some modification of domestic legislation of the various countries 
or without international conventions. 

The report first acknowledges the assistance received from 
other institutions which, at the time, were working on the 
sub~ect of double taxation, including the Institute of Inter
national Law and the International Chamber of Commerce. 
Note had been taken particularly of resolution No. I adopted 
at the London Congress of the International Chamber in I92I, 
which, in substance, held that, in order to avoid double taxation, 
the best means would be to accept residence as a basis of a tax 
on income, but with the admission that this principle could not 
be expected completely to preclude all taxation according to 
its origin of income derived from landed property or even from 
commercial or industrial enterprises. Resolution No. 2 of that 
Congress urged that the principle of reciprocal exemption be 
applied to the shipping industry. The Technical Committee 
acknowledged that it had profited as well from the results of 
the investigations of the Special Committee of Economists. 

T~e.tech~ic~ experts also took into.consideration the existing 
provlSlons m mternal law and treahes for the prevention of 
double taxation. They found it difficult to fit all this information 
into a single general scheme, and to ascertain any general 
tendencies. in the mass of rather disconnected facts, but they 
finally arnved at agreement on certain fundamental points : 

(I) All the treaties concluded between the Central European 
States before and immediately after the war followed in the 
main, the last sy~tem mentio~ed by the economists-~amely, 
the sy~tem of assignment of mcome, or allocation primarily 
accordmg. to the country of origin. The same principle was 
followed m the only collective Convention attempted that 
betwee~ Italy ~nd the Succession States to the A~stro
Hunganan Emp1re (Collection, Vol. I, page 73). 
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(2) In making its second point, the report notes the 
observation of the economists that the survey of the whole 
field of recent taxation shows how completely Governments 
are dominated by the desire to tax the foreigner, or, in other 
words, that taxes based on the idea of origin are, particularly 
in the form of impdts reels, still very widely applied, and States, 
especially those which are developing, and new countries 
would find it difficult ·to dispense with them. · 

(3) The technical experts stated that they had been 
impressed with the increasing recourse to the personal tax 
based on the idea of domicile, such as in the United Kingdom 
and the United States, and thought that a number of other 
European and American nations seemed to be moving slowly 
in that direction. Although this development suggested that 
the method of reciprocal exemption in the country of origin 
be used,_ it was thought that this method could hardly be 
applied in the case of countries not economically balanced, 
and in the case of countries whose relations were distinctly 
those of debtor and creditor. The experts disliked the first 
method proposed by the economists, because they thought 
it left the budget of the country of fiscal domicile at the mercy 
of increased taxation in another country. And even though 
the third method of relief had been tried in the British Empire 
under the most favourable conditions arising from similar 
principles of taxation, a common tongue, experienced admi
nistrative staff, a common attachment to the Empire, never
theless, the experts did not think it would be possible to 
adopt generally such a very complicated system in the 
international sphere. 

(4) The experts noted that the method of assigning income 
which forms the basis of numerous treaties in Central Europe 
appeared at first sight to be the one which was most generally 
in use. However, because of the differences in the various 
fiscal systems, they felt that they had best refrain from 
suggesting any one single system as applicable to every form 
of taxation. 

In view of the existence of impots reels or schedular taxes on 
the one hand and general or personal taxes on the other, the 
experts accepted that distinction. They recognised, in the case 
of impots reels, the primary importance of assigning income to 
origin, and, in the case of the general or personal tax, the primary 
importance of the idea of domicile. It was recognised that, 
in the· case of individuals, fiscal domicile for the purpose of the 
income tax should mean the State in which the taxpayer 
normally has his residence for a portion of the year, the term 
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" residence " being understood to mean a permanent home; 
for the purpose of succession duties, the term means the State 
in which the deceased had, at the time of his death, taken up 
his residence with the manifest intention of remaining there 
(document F.212, page 33). · · 

In the case .of corporations, it was proposed that the fiscal 
domicile be the place where the concern has its effective centre 
-i.e., the place where the " brain ", management and control 

· of the business are situated-the reason being that, if this 
definition were adopted, companies would not be inclined to 
transfer their nominal headquarters to a country with lower 
taxes (ibid., page 21). . - . · · 

At the end of their report, the experts proposed certain 
resolutions, and these served as a basis for the drafting of model 
conventions by a Committee to which new members were added. 
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REPORT OF ENLARGED COMMITTEE OF TECHNICAL 
EXPERTS, 1927 

I. 

The enlarged Committee held three sessions-May 17th to 
22nd, 1926, January 5th to 12th, 1927, and April sth to 12th, 
1927. The draft bilateral Convention on Income and Property 
Taxes dealt first with the impersonal taxes and then with 
personal taxes. It was held that the impersonal taxes on income 
from immovable property and mortgages thereon should be 
imposed only in the country in which the property is situated 
(Article 2). Income from public funds, bonds, including mortgage 
bonds, loans and deposits or·current accounts should be taxable 
only in the State in which the debtors of such income are at 
the time resident. In recognition of the principle of domicile 
advocated by the economists, however, a proviso was added 
that if such income were paid in one of the States to persons 
domiciled in the other contracting States, the tax at source 
would be refunded upon the production of proper evidence, and 
such income might be taxed in the Contracting State of domicile 
of the creditor (Article 3). However, this provision was dropped 
by the general meeting in 1928. Income from shares, or similar 
interests, was assigned to the State in which the real centre of 
management of the undertaking was situated (Article 4). 

Income from any industrial, commercial or agricultural 
undertaking and from any other trades or professions was made 
taxable in the State in which the persons controlling the under
taking or engaged in the trade or profession possessed permanent 
establishments, but, by way of exception, income from maritime 
shipping concerns was allocated for taxation only in the State 
in which the real centre of management was situated. The 
article also, in defining "permanent establishment ", included 
real centres of management, affiliated companies, branches, 
factories, agencies, warehouses, .offices and depots, but excluded 

· business dealings through a bona-fide agent of independent 
status (broker, commission agent, etc.). The article also provided 
that, if the undertaking had permanent establishments in both 
contracting States, each of the two States should tax the portion 
of the income produced in its territory and, in the absence of 
accounts showing this income separately and in proper form, 
·the competent administrations should come to an arrangement 
for apportionment (Article s). 

Impersonal taxes on the fees of managers and directors of 
joint-stock companies should be imposed in the country of the 
real centre of management (Article 6). Salaries, wages or other 
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remuneration of any kind. should be . s!lbject to imperson~l 
taxation in the State where the rec1p1ents carry on therr 
employment but the salaries of officials and public employees 
serving abro'ad should be tax!lble o~ly in the .state which. paid 
these salaries (Article 7). Public or pnvate pens10ns were ru:s1gned 
for impersonal taxes to the State of the debtor .of such mcome 
(Article 8), but annuities or income from other cla1ms not referred 
to in the previous paragraphs were allotted to the State of 
fiscal domicile of the creditor of such income. 

The personal tax on the whole i~come was al!o~ted to t~e 
State in which the taxpayer had h1s fiscal dom1clle-that 1s, 
his normal residence, the term " residence " being understood 
to mean the permanent home. With a view to recognising the 
differences in tax systems, the article then provided for one 
formula of relief if the State of fiscal domicile had only a personal 
tax and another formula for relief if it had impersonal taxes 
and superimposed thereon a general personal tax. For the 
former case, the State of domicile was to deduct the lesser of 
either the amount which would be levied exclusively on such 
part of the income as was taxed in the other contracting State 
or the amount of tax paid in such State, including the personal 
tax, when1 for special reasons, the State of origin had imposed 

,such a tax on income from immovable property or from indus-
trial, commercial or agricultural undertakings situated within 
its territory. . 

It was recognised, however, that a limit should be placed 
upon this relief in the form of a certain percentage of the total 
personal tax. In the event that the State of domicile imposed 
impersonal taxes, it was laid down that the deductions provided 
for should not include impersonal taxes which corresponded or: 
related to income taxed in the other contracting State (Article 
10). In the case of taxpayers who possess a fiscal domicile in 
both contracting States, each State was to impose its personal 
tax in proportion to the period of the taxpayer's stay during 
the fiscal year, or according to a division to be determined by an 
agreement between the competent administrations (Article n). 

The principles laid down in the preceding articles were to be 
applied mutatis mutandis to the current taxes on total wealth 
and capital or increment of total wealth, according to whether 
these taxes were impersonal or personal. 

The report of April 1927 also contains a draft Convention for 
the Pre.vention. of Do~ble Taxa~i?n in the Special Matter of 
SuccessiOn Dut1es, a thud on admm1strative assistance in matters 
of taxation, and a fourth on judicial assistance in the collection 
of taxes. As t~ese wer.e adopted af!er only minor changes by 
the 1928 meetmg, the1r content Will be briefly described in 
connection therewith. 
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GENERAL MEETING OF GOVERNMENT EXPERTS, 1928 

The Council of the League, on June 17th, 1927, requested 
the Secretary-General to forward to the Governments of all 
States, Members and non-members of the League of Nations, 
the report of the technical experts on double taxation and tax 
evasion, with the request that they express their opinions on 
. its contents, and to convene a general meeting of Government 
experts in 1928 for the purpose of discussing this report. This 
meeting opened at Geneva on October. 22nd, 1928, and its 
members included representatives of twenty-seven different 
countries. Members of the International Chamber of Commerce 

. attended in an advisory capacity. 
The countries which had not been previously represented 

in the deliberations at Geneva included Austria, Bulgaria, China, 
Danzig, Denmark, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Irish Free State, 
Latvia, Norway,. Roumania, Union of South Africa, Spain, 
Sweden and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Consider
ing the. great diversity in the tax systems of the different 
countries represented and the fact that so many of them had 
not participated in the preceding sessions which tended to 
unify thought, the relative unanimity of the members of that 

· group in the report dated October 31st, 1928 (document 
C.562.M.I78.I928.1I), is remarkable. 

The Convention previously drafted, which might be satis
factory if each. contracting State had impersonal taxes on 
particular domestic sources of income and a superimposed 
general income tax on income from all sources, foreign as well 
as domestic, was not considered to be readily adaptable by a 
large number of the new States participating m the conference, 
which had tax systems consisting primarily of what amounted 
to a single graduated tax on income, whether applied to income 
derived by non-residents from local sources, or to income derived 
by residents from all sources, or such a tax on individuals and 
a separate tax on corporations. Moreover, there was a great 
conflict of views between representatives of countries which 
had capital to lend or invest abroad and those of countries 
which needed capital over which they should have the right to 
tax dividends and interest on securities. 

Hence, two other model Conventions were adopted which 
embodied the same classifications of income but applied a 
different machinery for relief from double taxation. Thus 
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Convention I b, intended primarily. for countries with personal 
taxes, gave the prior right of taxatiOn to. the co!lntry of sou~ce 
over income from immovable property, mdustnal~ commercial 
or agricultural income, fees _of managers and directors, an_d 
salaries and wages, and enVIsaged the allowance of a cr~~It 
against personal tax on the entire i~come at the fiscal doJ?I~Ile 
of the taxpayer in respect of. such mco!lle taxab~e by pno~Ity 
at source similar to the credit for foreign taxes m the Umted 
States R~venue Act (now Section 131). The balance of the 
income was to be taxable exclusively in the country of fiscal 
domicile of the taxpayer. Draft Convention Ic followed to a 
large extent the form of the treati~s between.the_Centra~Euro
pean States. It envisaged the taxation of certam kmds ?hncome 
exclusively in the country of sourc~ . and _of certam o!hers 
exclusively in the country of fiscal domicile, With an exceptional 
regime for the income from securities, which allocated it in 
principle to fiscal domicile but permitted the State of source 
to continue to apply a withholding tax and suggested double 
taxation be prevented by the States' agreeing either to a credit 
of the withheld tax against the tax at fiscal domicile, or to a 
refund of the withheld tax. 

COMPARISON OF THREE DRAFT CONVENTIONS 

All three Conventions define the fiscal domicile of an individual 
as his normal residence, the term " residence " being understood 
to mean a permanent home or, as regards legal entities, where 
they have their real centre of management. 

The basic similarity between the three Conventions from the 
view-point of the various categories of income is revealed 
below : · 

(I) Income from immovable property, including income from 
mort_gages thereon, is subject, under Convention ]a, to impersonal 
t_ax. tn the country where situated, and the State of fiscal domicile, 
•/ d has merely a personal tax, allows a certain credit aaainst 
such tax: or !f the State of fiscal domicile has both an imp:;.sonal 
tax .on such Income and a personal tax, the deduction allowed 
agatnst the personal tax shall not includ11 impersonal ta~es which 
correspond or r_elate to inco~e taxed in the other contracting State,· 
lfnder Conventson lb, such tncome is to be taxed by priority in the 
C014f!iry of sour~e, and a certain credit is to be granted therefor 
agatnst the t~x tn the COI4nt~y of fiscal domicile which is equal to 
the lesser of etther: the tax pasd at source, or an amolfnt representing 
thtJ s11me proportton of the tax payable on total income as the income 
taxab~ at so~rce bears to total income; under Convention Ic, 
such Income IS to be taxed exclusively in the colfntry of source, 
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(:z) Income from any industrial, commercial or agrict~Uural 
undertaking allocable to a -permanent establishment shall be liable, 
under Convention I a, to the im-personal Ia:¥ in the country where 
the establishment is situated, anilto the personal tu in the country 
of fiscal domicile, subject to the same limitations as stated above 
in connection with the income from real property; under Conven
tion lb, it is taxable by priority· in the country where the estab
lishment is situated and a credit-similar to that described above 
under (I)-· shall be allowed against the tax in the country of fiscal 
domicile; under Convention lc, such income shall be taxable 
exclusively in the country of source. 

(3) Fees of managers and dwectors shall be subject, under 
Convention Ia, to impersonal taxalion only in the State where the 
undertaking has its real centre of management, and to the personal 
ta:¥ in the country of fiscal domicile; under Convention lb, such 
income shall be taxable by priority in the country where the under
taking has its real centre of management and a credit for such 
tax shall be allowed against the tax at fiscal domicile; under 
Convention lc, such income shall be taxable exclusively in the 
State where the real centre of management is situated. 

(4) Salaries,. wages and other remuneration shall be subject, 
under Convention Ia, to impersonal taxation in the State where 
the recipients carry on their employment, and to .Personal taxation 
in the country of fiscal domicile (which, generally speaking, will 
be the same State): under Convention lb, such income will be 
taxable by priority in the State where the reci-pients . ca"'Y on 
their employment and a certain credit is allowed against the tax 
in the country of fiscal domicile: under Convention lc, such 
income is t~xable exclusively in the country of their employment. 

(5) Salaries of ogicials and public employees are subject, under 
Convention Ia, to impersonal taxation i11 the State which pays the 
salaries, and the same rule is followed in Conventions lb and Ic, 
although a-pparently, under Convention Ia, they might be subject 
to personal tax in the country of fiscal domicile, and, under lb, 
to the tax of the country of fiscal domicile, but, in the IaUer case, 
a credit for the tax imposed by prior right would be granted against 
this tax. 

(6) 'Interest 011 public funds, bonds, including mortgage bonds, 
loans and deposits or cu"enl accounts is subject, under Convention 
Ia, to impersonal taxation i11 the country in which the debtor of 
such income is at the time resident, and to the personal tax of 
the country of fiscal domicile; under Convention lb, such income 
is taxable exclusively i11 the country of fiscal domicile ; under 
Convention Ic, such income is taxable in principle in the country 
·of fiscal domicile, but if the country where the debtor resides has 
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a tax withheld at source, it may continue to le.vy this tax. To prevent 
double taxation this article suggests that esther the State of fiscal 
domicile grant ~ credit for the withheld tax, or the State of source 
refund the tax. , 

(7) Dividends on shares or similar in_tere~ts shall be. subfe.ct, 
under Convention ]a, to impersonal taxatson Jn the State tn whsch 
the real centre of management is situpted, and to the personal tax 
in the country of fiscal domicile; under Convention lb, .s"!'ch 
income shall be taxable exclusively in the country of fiscal domJCJle; 
and under Convention Ic, such income shall be taxable in principl_e 
in the country of fiscal domicile, but if the country of source ords
narily withholds the tax from such income, it may continue to 
apply the tax, and the article suggests various ways of preventing 
double taxation, as described at the end of (6). 

(8) Public or private pensions are subject, under Convention 
I a, to impersonal taxation in the State of the debtor of such income, 
and to personal taxation in the country of fiscal domicile ; under 
Convention Ib, public pensions are taxable in the State of the 
debtor of such income and a credit for such tax is allowed against 
the tax in the country of fifcal domicile, while private pensions 
are taxable exclusively in the country of fiscal domicile,· under 
Convention Ic, both public and private pensions are taxable only 
in the State of the debtor of such income. · 

(9) Annuities or income from other sources not referred to 
above are taxable in all three Conventions only in the State of fiscal 
domicile of the creditor. 

All three Conventions are alike in providing that income from 
maritime shipping and air navigation shall be taxable only in 
the State in which the real centre of management is situated. 
Moreover, all three Conventions embody the same concept of 
a permanent establishment-namely, real centres of manage
ment, branches, mines and oilfields, factories, workshops, 
agencies, warehouses, offices and depots shall be regarded as 
permanent establishments. The fact that an enterprise in one 
country has business dealings with the other country through 
a bona-fide agent of independent status (broker, commission 
agent, etc.) shall not be held to mean that the enterprise in 
9.uestion has a permanent establishment in that country. It 
IS to be noted that the term no longer includes " affiliated 
companies" as in the 1927 draft, it having been acknowledged 
tha~ .such companies should be treated as independent legal 
enhhes. 
Wher~ an enterprise has permanent establishments in both 

contractmg States, the Conventions all provide that each of 
the two States shall tax the portion of the income produced 
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in its territory and that the competent administrations of the 
two States shall come to an arrangement as to the basis of 
apportionment. . 

There is a provision in Conventions Ia and Ic that the prin
ciples contained therein shall be applicable mutatis mutafldis 
to recurrent taxes on total wealth, capital or increments of 
total wealth. All three Conventions provide for settlement of 
questions arising with regard to the application of the Conven
tions by conference between the financial administrations of 
the contracting States, and if disputes cannot be settled by 
conference, the drafts envisage recourse to a technical body 
approved by the Council of the League, to arbitration, or to 

. the Permanent Court of International Justice. 

DRAFT CoNVENTIONs oN SuccEssiON DuTIEs AND AssiSTANCE 

The draft Convention on Prevention of Double Taxation 
in the Special Matter of Succession Duties (document C.562. 
M.I78.Ig28.1I, page 22) recognises the right of the country 
of domicile of the deceased to levy its tax on his to~al property, 
and the right of the other contracting State to tax exclusively 
the property situated in its territory. However, to prevent 
the double taxation of categories of property listed in the 
Convention, the State of domicile is to grant a credit against 
its tax equal to the lesser .of (a) the actual amount of duty 
levied by the country of domicile on assets situated in the other 
country, or (b) the actual amount of tax payable on such assets 
in the country where they are situated. 

The draft Convention on Administrative Assistance in Matters 
of Taxation (ibid., page 25) provides primarily for an exchange 
of information on certain classes of income :flowing from sources 
in one country to persons resident in the other. The draft 
Convention on Assistance in the Collection of Taxes (ibid., 
page 29) provides for mutual aid in enforcing judgments against 
taxpayers. 

SUBJECTS PROPOSED FOR LATER STUDY 

The study of rules for the apportionment of profits of under
takings operating in several countries was one of the subjects 
which the general meeting of Government experts recommended 
for the consideration of a permanent committee to carry on the 
work already launched. Among other subjects suggested were 
methods for the prevention of double taxation in the matter 
of patent and copyright royalties, measures for the avoidance 
of the double taxation of trusts and companies possessing a 
large number of transferable securities, and the rendering of 
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assistance to the Council in all questions of taxation even 
outside the problems of double taxation and administrative 
assistance and co-operation for the collection of taxes. 

The report of the meeting also envisaged the annual publi
cation of conventions on double taxation, administrative assis
tance and assistance in the collection of taxes, the preparation 
of memoranda on existing systems of taxation, and also the 
examination of various other subjects which have been treated 
in the annual reports of the Fiscal Committee. 
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WORK OF FISCAL COMMITTEE SINCE 1929 

The Fiscal Committee has held nine sessions, including the 
present one, as follows : October 17th to 26th, 1929 ; May 
Z2nd to 31St, 1930; May 29th to June 6th, 1931; June xsth 
to 26th, 1933; June 12th to 17th, 1935 ; October xsth to ust, 
1936 ; October nth to 16th, 1937 ; October 17th to 2oth, 1938 ; 
and June 12th to 21st, 1939. It is now composed of nine titular 
and thirty-eight corresponding members from countries, some of 
which do not belong to the League, in all parts of the world. 

The annual reports of the Committee embody valuable 
proposals which round out and supplement the draft Conven
tions of 1928, and treat subjects related to the internal function
ing of the tax systems of the leading countries. The Committee's 
influence has been ever widening, as is evidenced by the recourse 
of Governments (including non-members of the League, such as 
the United States) to the draft Conventions and its reports 
and memoranda on comparative studies, and by the appeal 
made at. the last meeting of the Assembly for the Committee 
to undertake the study of the basic principles that should 

. underlie income, property and turnover taxes. 

STUDY OF ALLOCATION OF INCOME 

The most extensive work undertaken by the Fiscal Committee 
was that of formulating, for tax purposes, rules for the allocation 
of income and capital of industrial and commercial enterprises 
operating in several countries. With the aid of a grant from the 
Rockefeller Foundation obtained through the then American 
member, Dr. T. S. Adams, a survey was launched which covered 
thirty-five different countries, representing practically all types 
of tax systems and economic development, including the highly 
industrialised countries and agricultural countries of Europe, 
the partly industrial, partly raw-material-producing States 
like the United States, Canada and Japan, and those where, 
primarily, foreign companies carry on mining and agricultural 
enterprises, such as British India, Netherlands Indies, Cuba and 
Mexico. 

With the collaboration of the Committee's representative, 
who visited twenty-seven of the countries, reports were prepared 
in· the different administrations which dealt with the legisla
tive provisions, rulings and practices from the viewpoint of 
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international commerce, with particular emphasis being placed 
upon the legislative provisions and practic~s f?llowed in. allocating 
the income of enterprises to sources w1thm and Without the 
country. These repo~ts were publ~shed in the ~st three. volumes . 
of Taxation of Fomgn and Nat1.onal E_nterpr~ses.• 1he rul~ 
and practices in regard to allocatiOn of mcome were collated m 
Volijme IV of that publication and the principles w~ich might 
be used in an international agreement were set forth m Chapter 
12 of the same volume. A study of accounting methods appeared 
as Volume V. On the basis of Chapter 12 of Volume IV, a 
Convention was formulated first at meetings of a Sub-Committee 
held in New York and Washington under the auspices of the 
American Section of the International Chamber of Commerce, 
and then at the full meeting of the Fiscal Comriuttee in June 
1933 (report of 1933, Annex, document C.399·M.2o4.1933·1I.A 
[F./Fiscal76]). 

The Convention deals only with the question of the allocation 
of business income and therefore was thought to be susceptible . 
of adoption by a large number of States and was made multi
lateral in form. It could be incorporated in general conventions 
to supplement the article dealing with. the taxation of income 
from industrial and commercial enterprises, or it could be 
adopted as a separate convention. It was sent to the various 
Governments, and the thirty-three replies which were examined 
at the meeting in 1935 (report of 1935, Annex I, document 
C.252.M.124-I935·1I.A [F./Fiscal83]) indicated that the Con
vention was well suited to secure the objects in view, and only 
minor amendments were called for, although certain States · 
whose legislation is based on different principles were not then 
in a position to adapt their legislation to the Convention. 

SuMMARY OF PROVISIONS OF ALLOCATION CONVENTION 

. T~e Committee ~as definitely opposed to the concept of 
vtewu~g t.he enterpnse as a .whole ~nd allowing each country 
to clam~ 1ts share of t~e entire net mcome of the enterprise in 
proporho~ to the. busmess or assets situated in its territory. 
Instead, 1t proposed to regard the establishment or establish
ments in ea~h c~untry as an. indepe~dent enterprise. It envisaged 
the. determmahon of the mco~e m so far as possible on the 
basts of separate accounts, whtch would be verified by means 
of local factors, thereby ob_viating the necessity of recourse to 
head o~ce accounts. As wtll be seen, the method of fractional 
apportionment was authorised only as a last resort. 

1 Document C.4ZS(b).M.2I7(b).I9J3.II.A. 
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The Convention therefore starts with the basic principle 
that a contracting State will tax the industrial and commercial 
income of a foreign enterprise only in so far as it is allocable to 
a permanent establishment within its territory. This article 
is a restatement of the basic articles dealing with income from 
industrial and commercial enterprises in the draft Conventions 
of 1928. It avoids double taxation in the case of income derived 
by .the foreign enterprise from effecting transactions in its 
territory through a bona-fide commission agent or broker or 
travelling salesman, by excluding such transactions in the 
definition ,in the protocol of what constitutes a permanent 

· establishment. 
If the profits allocable to a permanent establishment within 

its territory are to be taxed again at the fiscal domicile of the 
. foreign company, double taxation will result. It is therefore 

suggested in a footnote to Article I that this double taxation 
be obviated by the country of fiscal domicile granting the 
deduction of the lesser of the two following amounts : (a) the 

· tax imposed by the State of source, or (b) the same proportion 
of its own tax on total net income as the net income taxable 
at source bears to the total net income. 
· The next problem is to define business income, and this is 
done in Article 2 by excluding recognised categories of income 
which are attributable to specific sources under the various 
articles of the draft Conventions of 1928-namely, (a) income 
from immovable property, (b) interest, (c) dividends-in addition 
to other categories which were not dealt with in the draft 
Conventions, such as patent and copyright royalties and similar 
rentals or royalties arising from leasing personal property or 
any interest in such property, and· also profit or loss from the 
casual purchase and sale of immovable or movable property. 

Because of special provisions in the laws of different countries 
regarding the taxation of banks, a specific rule was provided 
for including in their business income all items which, in con
formity with the laws in force covering national enterprises, 
enter into the computation of profit and loss, except income 
from immovable property and interest on mortgages. In 
computing business income, there shall also be excluded with 
the above-mentioned items of income, the related expenses 
(including general overhead) and other charges. Such items of 
income are to be taxed separately or together with business 
income, in accordance with the laws and the .international 
agreements of the States concerned. 

Article 3 of the draft Convention embodies the essence of 
the law and practice of a number of countries interested in 
international trade. It starts off with the principle that there 
shall be attributed to the local permanent establishment of a 
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foreign enterprise the net busi~e~s income which i~ would be 
expected to derive. if .it were .af! ~ndependent enterpnse en~a9ed 
in the same or similar acbv1bes under the same or sm_1ilar 
conditions. Such net income will, in principle, be determmed 
on the basis of the separate accounts pertaining to such estab
lishment. In other words, the basic concept .is to assimil~te 
the permanent establishment to an independe';lt legal enbty · 
doing business with the other parts of the enterpnse on the sa~e 
basis as with third parties and reflecting the results thereof m 
its own separate accounting. . . 

To implement this principle the fiscal authontles of the 
contracting States are authorised to rectify when ne~e~sary 
the accounts produced, notably to correct errors or omissions, 
or to re-establish the prices or remunerations entered in the 
books at the value which would prevail between independent 
persons dealing at arm's length. · 

In case the foregoing method and procedure of separate 
accounting fails because the establishment does not attempt 
to maintain accounts reflecting its own operations, or accounts 
which correspond to the normal usages of the trade in the country 
where the establishment is situated, or if, for other reasons, the 
rectifications envisaged cannot be effected, the fiscal authorities 
may resort to the method employed .in many States for deter
mining empirically the business income of local branches of 
foreign enterprises or even domestic enterprises-namely, that 
of applying a percentage to the turnover of the establishment 
which is fixed in accordance with the nature of the transactions 
of the establishment and by a comparison with the results 
obtained by similar enterprises operating in the country. This 
flexibility is necessary because the rate of net to gross for a · 
branch marketing food products, for example, is likely to be 
qu!te different from that of an enterprise selling shoes or type
wrl~ers. Moreover, it is frequently very difficult for an enterprise 
which is manufacturing and selling a variety of products to 
ha':'e a complete cost accounting of each small class of goods 
wh1ch, for .example, in a rubber enterprise, might range from 
mat~ ~~ a1r cushions. . :rherefore, the article envisages the 
possJ.bihty of the authonbes entering into an agreement with a 
tax~ayer for the payment of tax on the basis of a presumed 
net mcoJ.?!.e equal to an agreed percentage of the turnover. This 
metho~ lS followed in actual practice in some of the leading 
countnes. . 

It is believed that the foregoing provisions would take care 
of most of the cases arising, but at the end of the article there 
appears a cla~se to deal with other and more difficult cases. 
If the !orego.mg methods are found to be inapplicable, the 
net busmess mcome of the permanent establishment may be 
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determined by computation based on the total income derived by 
the enterprise from the activities in which such an establishment 
has participated. This determination is made by applying to 
the total income coefficients based on a comparison of gross 
receipts, assets, pay rolls, or other appropriate factors, provided 
that such factors be so selected as to insure results approaching 
as closely as possible those which would be reftected by a 
separate accounting. 

The method recognised herein is that known as ·fractional 
apportionment, the essential principle being that a country 
in which a branch of a foreign enterprise is located may tax a 
certain part of the net income derived from all the activities 
of the enterprise. It is to be noted, however, that the Committee 
limited this authority by first permitting an apportionment 
only of the total income derived by the enterprise from the 
activities in which such establishment bas participated, thereby 
excluding unrelated income from the computation. Secondly, 
the factors to be used in apportioning the income must be so 
selected as to ensure results approaching as closely as possible 
those which would be reflected by a separate accounting. The 
full implication of these provisions is set forth in detail in the 
above-mentioned Chapter 12 of Volume IV of Taxation of 
Foreign and National Enterprises which explains bow the prin
ciples may be applied in the case of the typical enterprises
industrial and commercial, banking and financial, insurance, 
transport, telegraph, telephone, radio and cable, mining and 
agricultural enterprises. · 

SPECIAL ARTICLE FOR BANKS 

The draft Convention contains, in Article 4, a prOVISIOn 
· relating specifically to banking and financial enterprises that 

have a ftow of funds from an establishment in one country to 
establishments in one or more other countries on which interest 
is charged. The general rule in the tax laws of the various 
countries being that one part of the enterprise may not charge 
interest to another, nor take as a deduction interest paid to 
another part, it was necessary, in carrying out the principle 
of separate accounting, to create the legal fiction that each 
branch was in efiect a separate entity which would be allowed 
a deduction for interest paid to other parts of the enterprise, 
and would be taxable on income received from other parts of 
the enterprise. However, it must be assumed that each perma
nent establishment has been given a capital adequate for its 
purposes, inasmuch as it would be unfair to permit it to deduct 
interest pertaining to such capital. Hence, the rule is adopted 
that, if a permanent establishment in one State (creditor 
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establishment) supplies funds to a permanent "establish~ent in 
a second State (debtor establishment), fortax.purposes,_mterest 
shall be deemed to accrue as income to the creditor estabhshm.ent 
and as a deduction from gross income to the debtor. establish
ment and such interest shall be computed at the mter-bank 
rate for similar transactions in the currency us~d. However, 
from such interest there shall be excluded the mterest corre
sponding to the permanent capital allotted to the debtor 
establishment, whether in the form of advances, loans, over
drafts, deposits, or otherwise. 

SHIPPING AND AIR NAVIGATION ENTERPRISES 

In view of the adoption in the drafts of 1928 of the principle 
of taxing shipping and air navigation enterpr~ses. only in t~e 
State where their real centre of management 1s Situated, th1s 
provision is repeated in Article 5 of the allocation Convention, 
in order to exclude such enterprises from its operation. 

SuBSIDIARY CoMPANIEs 

Inasmuch as subsidiary companies are not regarded as 
permanent establishments, a provision is inserted in Article 6 
to permit a State in which a subsidiary is located to recapture 
profits which may have been.diverted from it by transactions 
concluded with the foreign parent enterprise on a basis other 
than at arm's length. This confirms the separate existence of 
the subsidiary and precludes the merging of the income of the 
subsidiary with that of the parent in accordance with the· 
"economic unity" theory which is followed in some countries. 

DEFINITION OF PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT 

This Convention is also significant because it contains the 
results of other work done by the Fiscal Committee to supplement 
or clarify the draft Conventions of 1928. More particularly, 
the definition of what constitutes a permanent establishment 
and the types of intermediaries through which a firm can do 
busin~ss without being regarded as having a permanent 
establishment was more carefully drawn at its .meetings in 
1929 •. 1930 and 19~1, and the. ~ssential parts of this definition 
~ere mcorporated m the defimhon of permanent establishment 
m the protocol of the draft Convention on the allocation of 
business income in the draft of 1933 and the revised draft of 
193~. In sub~tance, this definition provides that, when a 
fore1gn enterpnse regularly has business relations in a State 
through an agent established there who is authorised to contract 
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on its behalf, it shall . be deemed to have a permanent 
establishment in that State. In accordance with the foregoing 
principle, a permanent establishment shall be deemed to exist 
when the agent established in the State : {I) is a duly accredited 
agent UomU de pouvoiJ') who habitually enters into contracts 
for the enterprise for which he works ; (2) is bound by 
an employment contract and habitually contracts commercial 
business on behalf of the enterprise in return for remuneration ; 
or (3) is habitually in possession for the purpose of sale of a 
depot or stock of goods belonging to the enterprise. 

It is furthermore specified that the term does not include a 
broker who places his services at the disposal of an enterprise 
in order to bring it into touch with customers, or a commission 
agent who acts in his own name for one or more enterprises and 
receives a normal rate of commission, or a commercial traveller 
not coming under any of the preceding categories. 

CONVENTION TO SERVE FOR BILATERAL NEGOTIATIONS 

As the number of States which definitely pronounced 
themselves to be in favour of a multilateral convention was 
insufficient to justify calling an international conference, the 
draft Convention was again sent to the various Governments as 
a basis for negotiating bilateral treaties. · 

ALLOCATION OF INCOME OF INSURANCE COMPANIES 

Believing that a special provision for the allocation of income 
of insurance enterprises should be added to the draft Convention 
on the Allocation of Business Income, the Committee, in 1936, 
adopted such a provision. When a permanent establishment 
of a foreign insurance enterprise-in particular, one conducting 
the business of life insurance-<annot be taxed on the basis of 
separate accounts, the net income allocable to the permanent 
establishment may be determined by reference to the proportion 
between the premiums received in respect of the permanent 
establishment and the total premiums received by the enterprise 
(report of 1936, page 5, and Annex I, document C.450.M.266. 
1936.II.A [F./Fiscal 91]). 

ALLOCATION OF PROPERTY AND CAPITAL 

Moreover, in 1936, provisions were also adopted for the 
allocation of property and capital between States for the purpo_ses 
of taxation, which might either be added to the draft Convention 
or placed in a separate convention. In substance, they provide 
that an enterprise having its fiscal domicile in one of the 
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contracting States shall not be. subject to taxes .on property 
and capital in another contractmg State, ex~e~t 1!1- respe?t of 
property situated and capital employed w1thm 1ts terntory 
and, in the case of movable propert:r and capital, alloc~ble to 
a permanent establishment situated m such State (~rt1cle 1). 
By way of exception, patents, trade-marks, copyr1ghts and 
similar intangible property shall be taxable only m the State 
where the real centre of management is situated (Ar.ticle II). 
In principle, the property and · capital of the p~rmanent 
establishment concerned will be taxed on the bas1s of the 
separate accounts pertaining to such establishment, subject to 
the necessary rectifications. . . · . . . ·. 

Such provisions merely define the hm1ts of the JUnsdlchon 
of the State where the property and capital are situated ; and, 
to prevent double taxation, a footnote to the Convent~on 
envisages deducting from the tax on total property· or cap1tal 
in the State of fiscal domicile of the lesser of the two 
following amounts : (a) the tax imposed by the State of situs; 
or (b) an amount which represents the same proportion of the 
tax paid on total taxable property or capital as the property 
or capital taxable at situs bears to the total taxable property 
or capital (report of October zrst, 1936, Annex II, document 
C. 450.M.z66.1936.11.A [F./Fiscal 91]). 

J 

PATENT AND COPYRIGHT ROYALTIES 

An important category of income. which had not been 
specifically dealt with in the Conventions of 1928 was patent and 
copyright royalties, and, at its first meeting, the Fiscal 
Committee undertook to study existing methods of taxing 
royalties on patents and so-called authors' rights. Replies 
to a questionnaire on the subject sent to various Governments 
are summarised in Appendix III to the report dated May 31st, 
1930 . (document C.340.M.I40.I930.II [F./Fiscal 41]). ' The 
conclusion reached by the Committee was that income from 
authors' rights or patents, except when it may be classed as
industrill:l and.(:ommercial income, should be taxed only by the · 
country m wh1ch the person entitled to the income is domiciled. 
However, if such income is in the nature of industrial and 
?Ommercial inco~e. as where a publisher buys a writer's work 
m or~er to pubhs~ a book ~n.d p_lace it. on sale, or buys the 
C?pynght of a musical composition m order to sell the performing 
nghts to theatre and concert managers, or where a manufacturer 
buys a patent t? use it in manufacturing goods, or a trader buys 
patents from different inventors in order to sell them or lease 
the right of exploitation to manufacturers, the income should be 
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taxable at the permanent establishment to which it is allocable 
(see report of May Jist, I930). 

In the draft plurilateral Convention referred to below, the 
following language was employed to express this principle : 

" Authors' rights and income from patents shall be taxable 
only in the State of fiscal domicile of the beneficiaries. If, 
however, they are collected by persons to whom these rights 
have been assigned for a consideration, or fall on any other 
grounds into the category of industrial and commercial 
income, they shall be taxable as suc)l under the condi
tions laid down in Article 4·" (Article 8, Appendix I, report 
of June 6th, I9JI, document C.4I5.M.I7I.I93I.II.A 
[F./Fiscal 73]). 

DRAFT PLURILATERAL CONVENTIONS 

The previous Committees meeting under the auspices of the 
League, as well as the International Chamber of Commerce, 
had consistently advocated the adoption of plurilateral conven
tions for the prevention of double taxation; and the discussions 
had revealed that this was hardly tenable in regard to certain 
classes of income, notably interest and dividends, because of 
the conflicts in opinions and methods of taxation. Nevertheless, 
the Fiscal Committee undertook to draft conventions covering 
classes of income in respect of the treatment of which there 
was considerable unanimity of opinion, as follows : 

(I) The following should be taxed only at the residence 
of the recipien~ : 

(a) Annuities; 
(b) Authors' rights or royalties ; 
(c) Interest on (public) debt (except mortgages) issued 

after a future date to be agreed on ; 
(d) Wages of workers living on one side of a frontier 

and working on the other. 

(2) Salaries of public officials and employees and public 
pensions should be taxable only by the paying State; 

(3) Immovable property should be taxable only in the 
country where situated; 

(4) Profit derived by a company from the operation of 
industrial, commercial or agricultural undertakings should 
not be taxable in a country other than that in which the real 
centre of management is situated unless the company has 
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one or more permanent establishme~ts ~n such ot.her cC?unt;y. 
However income from maritime sh1ppmg and a1r naVIgation 
should b~ taxable only in the State in which the real centre 
of management is situated. 

The report of the special Sub-Committee, together ~th three 
drafts, which vary somewhat in form but are substantially the 
same in their basic provisions, is annexed to the report of 
June 6th, 1931 (document C.415.M.171.1931.II.A [F./Fiscal 
73]). They are interesting in that they reflect a development 
in precision of expression since the drafting of the model Con
ventions of 1928 as well as the new principles developed by 
the Fiscal Committee in regard to income from authors' rights 

. and patents. 

FISCAL EVASION 

From almost the beginning of the studies conducted under 
the auspices of the League of Nations, the question of fiscal 
evasion has been examined, and, at the 1928 Conference, the 
draft Conventions on Administrative and Judicial Assistance 
were formulated primarily to point the way to the prevention 
thereof. When called upon by the Assembly of the League 
on October 9th, 1936, to look into this question again with 
particular reference to evasion in the field of income from secu
rities, the Committee formulated a provision for exchange of 
information which, if adopted by a large number of countries, 
seemed likely to prove effective. The Governments of Members 
of the League, and also non-members, were then asked if they 
would approve a general convention providing such a system, 
but the replies were not encouraging and the Committee was 
asked by the Assembly to resume the discussion of the question.· 
As is stated in the report of October 25th, 1938 (document 
C.384.M.229.1938.1I.A [F./Fiscal 104]) : 

" Governments showed reluctance to change their domestic 
le_gislation merely to meet the requirements of foreign admi
mstrations, and they were .unwilling to ask their nationals· 
to supply information not needed for domestic purposes." 

The ~C?mmittee then drafted a questionnaire with a view to 
d_etern;mmg what could be done on the basis of existing provi
SIOns In tax laws, and replies were received from thirty-three 
Governments. As is stated in the report of October 25th, 1938: 

"It appeared that divergent methods of control were 
employed in the various countries and that the methods were 
for the most part the result of a slow adaptation of the 
laws and regulations to circumstances : gaps in the taxation 
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system had been closed and the administrations had shown 
great ingenuity in combating evasion in every form. But 
the efforts of the various administrations were of so special 
a character that it· appeared to be difficult to employ the 
methods used by one country in other countries, and it was 
clear that any proposal for a general scheme would have 
been received with serious hesitation." 

Hence it was thought that " for the problem of fiscal evasion, 
as for the problem of double taxation, bilateral conventions 
are the only possibility as they can be adapted to circumstances 
and the nature of the results aimed at ". The Committee there
fore recommended that the answers to the questionnaires be 
communicated to the various Governments in order that States 
might use that knowledge to negotiate bilateral treaties which, 
without necessitating far-reaching reforms in domestic legislation, 
would nevertheless promote the organisation of effective measures 
of control, it being understood that the States, as sole judges 
of the advisability of concluding such agreements, would be in 
a position to weigh their advantages and disadvantages. 

The Assembly resolution envisaged the prevention of fiscal 
evasion as a subject apart from that of double taxation, but 
it is significant that clauses for various types of assistance 
have generally been inserted only in treaties for the prevention 
of double taxation, or in supplementary Conventions. In short, 
the consensus ·of opinion seems to be that States are unwilling 
to help each other to enforce their respective tax laws unless 
they first agree to remove the inequitable burden that results 
from double taxation. Exchange of information is considered 
appropriate to prevent evasion of taxes resulting from the abuse 
of provisions to avoid double taxation. In the absence of pro
visions to prevent double taxation, exchange of information 
would only tend to force the liquidation of investments across 
frontiers, or the diversion of the flow of capital to States not 
parties to Conventions, or recourse to more devious methods 
of escaping the confiscatory accumulation of taxes. 

MosT-FAVOURED-NATION CLAUSE 

After examining for two years the question of incorporating 
the most-favoured-nation clause in double taxation treaties, 
the Fiscal Committee concluded that, as the bilateral or multi
lateral treaties on double taxation are based on the principle 
of reciprocity, they involve reciprocal concessions for the 
nationals of the contracting parties. Hence, while not wishing 
to give an opinion on so difficult a point of international law, 
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the Committee considered that the most-favoured-natio~ clause 
should not be applied to the nationals of a country which had 
not acceded to the said agreements. 

It was further suggested that, in order to prevent ~his point 
from arising, it would be desirable to make clear m future 
commercial or establishment treaties that the most-favoured
nation clause in its application to fiscal matters does not extend 
to special provisions for the avoidance of double taxation 
(report of May 31st, 1930, document C.J40.M.I40.I930.1I 
[F./Fiscal 41]). · · 

In the draft plurilateral Convention for the Prevention of 
Double Taxation for certain categories of income contained in 
Appendix I of the report of 1931, the following clause on this 
point is suggested for inclusion in the protocol : 

·"Since the advantages of this Convention are accorded 
subject to reciprocity, they cannot be claimed from any con
tracting party, in virtue of the most-favoured-nation clause, 
by a State not a party of this Convention." 

Co-oPERATION WITH OT:UER GROuPs 

The Fiscal Committee has been asked to co-operate with 
other groups in formulating conventions. Thus, in 1929, it 
worked with the Permanent Committee on Road Traffic in 
drafting a Convention on the Taxation of Foreign Motor Vehicles 
(report of October 26th, 1929, document C.sr6.M.I75·I929.1I 
[F.Fiscal 14]). This Convention was adopted by the European 
Conference on Road Traffic which was held in Geneva from 
March r6th to 30th, 1931 (report of June 6th, 1931, document 
C.4IS.M.171.193I.II.A [F./Fiscal 73]). · 

Another group with which it collaborated was the Joint 
Committee on the Question of Customs and Fiscal. Duties on 
Newspapers and Periodicals (reports of May 31st, 1930, and 
June 6th, 1931). . · 

COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF TAX LAWS 

The provisions in the draft Conventions of 1928 and the 
subsequent drafts on the allocation of business income as well 
a~ ~f ~roperty and capital, for tax purposes, represent the 
d1st1llat1on through conference of fundamental principles in 
the ~ax laws of ~ number of countries which _differ widely in 
detail. T~e Comm1ttee has long recognised the need of following 
changes m tax legislation representing technical improvements, 
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and of endeavouring to reach agreement on certain essential 
points of fiscal and juridical terminology such as the concept 
of business income, the term employed in the draft Convention 
on the Allocation of Business Income between States for the 
purposes of taxation, which would involve consideration of the 
varying definitions of gross income, net income, expenses, general 
overhead, etc. In addition, the Committee felt that the concept 
of fiscal domicile should be studied (report of June 26th, 1933, 
document C.399·M.204.1933·1I.A [F./Fiscal 76]). Consequently, 
questionnaires were sent out to a large number of Governments, 
and a considerable volume of valuable material has been received 
which is to be examined in connection with the new study of 
principles of taxation on which work is just beginning (report 
of October 25th, 1938, document C.384.M.229.19J8.1I.A 
[F./Fiscal 104]). Likewise, a comparative study was made of 
methods of collecting direct taxes and succession duties, and 
this has been sent to the members and corresponding members 
of the Committee (ibid.). 

STUDY OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF TAX SYSTEMS 

In 1933, the Committee also undertook to look into the 
changes in tax systems due to the difficulties resulting from the 
world depression (report of June 26th, 1933, document C-399· 
M.204.1933·11.A [F./Fiscal 76]), and this has developed into 
a broad study of the behaviour of tax systems. The reports 
prepared in fourteen countries representing different types of 
national economy describe the behaviour of fiscal systems during 
the past decade and have been submitted for examination by 
a group of economists whose findings were considered at the 
meeting of the Fiscal Committee on June 12th, 1939. 

The Committee devotes an important chapter of its report 
(document C.I8I.M.IIO.I939·II.A) to this subject. 

STUDY OF THE PRINCIPLES OF TAXATION 

All these basic studies of tax systems and their efficiency, 
during the difficult years of the past decade, offer an excellent 
foundation for the work being undertaken on principles of 
of taxation, the purpose of which is " to study and advise upon 
the principles on which fiscal legislation dealing with the main 
categories of taxes, such as income tax, land taxes, turnover 
taxes, etc., should be based ". It will be recalled that this study 
is being undertaken pursuant to a resolution adopted by the 
Assembly of the League on September 29th, 1938. The 
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Committee intends to concentrate primarily upon the results 
of the experience of its members regarding the technical 
organisation and practical application of the chief categories of 
taxes, without losing sight of the effects which such taxes 'are 
likely to exercise on the economic and social development of 
different countries which are characteristically agricultural or 
industrial, creditor or debtor, or a combination thereof. 

Although this work envisages primarily the internal operation 
of tax systems, it affords an opportunity for recommending the 
incorporation in national laws of the basic principles sponsored 
by the Committee for the prevention of extraterritorial and 
double taxation, thereby removing the conflicts which could 
otherwise be eliminated only through bilateral conventions 
(report of October 25th, 1938, document C.J84.M.229.1938.II.A 

. [F./Fiscal 104]). 
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CONCLUSION . 

Persistently and quietly for the past two decades, technicians 
have laboured at Geneva to reduce the tax burdens and barriers 
that obstruct the movement of trade and capital between 
countries. When they first began to meet, there were· practically 
no generally recognised limits on tax jurisdiction, and the 
overlapping of claims of different jurisdictions on the same 
income or property resulted in confiscatory levies. . 

The League Committees have analysed the effects of such 
confiicting taxation from an economic viewpoint and have 
proposed the reduction of the. bases of taxation to domicile and 
source. They have defined the fiscal domicile of individuals and 
corporations, have separated· and defined sources and have 
proposed the most practical methods of preventing double 
taxation of the different classes of income. Under these pro
posals, if adopted, an enterprise which ventures across frontiers 
into a second State can be assured, at least from a tax viewpoint, 
of treatment in the markets there which will permit it to compete 
on a basis fairly equivalent to that accorded to enterprises of 
the second State itself or of third States. 

Where an enterprise ·does business in several different 
countries (as, for example, where it produces raw materials in 
one, processes them in another, and sells them in a third) prin
ciples and methods of determining the income properly attri
butable to each have been devised. Correlative principles have 
been proposed for the imposition of property taxes. Principles 
for preventing the dual imposition of taxes on the death of 
individuals have also been proposed. To implement these 
provisions for relief, formul~ for co-operation between Govern
ments in assessing and collecting taxes have been suggested. 

These principles and formul~ have been incorporated in the 
draft Conventions of 1928 and the subsequent years. During 
their development and since then, officials meeting at Geneva 
have followed these precepts in concluding bilateral treaties 
on behalf of their respective Governments. The pioneer work of 
the technicians at Geneva has been reflected in the practical 
accommodation of existing tax systems to these principles. 
Even during the depths of the world economic depression, in 
1930 to 1935, over fifteen general double-taxation agreements 
were concluded which contain many of the suggestions 
formulated at Geneva. Altogether, about sixty such general 
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arrangements have been made ~ince the Peace C~nference at 
Versailles, a large number of wh1ch 9:re a~ present m for~e .. In 
comparison, the previous agreements m th1s field wer~ of lim1t~d 
importance. A large nu~~er of thes~ recent. treaties contam 
more or less detailed proVIsions for assiStance m the assessment 
and collection of taxes, while, in about twenty cases, · such 
assistance has been stipulated in supplementary agreements. 

A survey of the effo~ts to avoid doub~e taxation b:¥ gene;al 
agreements, however, 1s not complete Without a cons1derat1on. 
of the numerous arrangements of a more limited scope that have 
been concluded by States not desiring to negotiate formal 
general treaties, or to precede or supplement the latter. 

Most important of the limited agreements are those relating 
to various types of business activity, and, among these, over 
seventy have covered the income of shipping enterprises. More 
than twenty exempt income derived by a foreign enterprise 
through the activities of certain types of agents, and about five 
relate to air navigation, while a larger number, some of them 
dating back into the nineteenth century, regulate the taxation 
of railroads. . At least twenty provisions, including several 
individual articles in ordinary commercial Conventions, contain 
rules .for the allocation or apportionment of business income or 
capital, and are usually general in their application. About 
fifteen agreements cover only earned income, usually that of 
persons living on one side of an international frontier and working 
on the other. A smaller number of agreements relate to stamp 
taxes, including two multipartite Conventions which, although 
not designed to eliminate double taxation, mitigate the sanctions 
that may be imposed for the failure to place upon certain 
instruments the stamps required by the laws of one of the parties. 
Another multipartite Convention, and about forty bilateral 
arrangements, relate to the taxation of motor vehicles. About 
twenty-five arrangements, a large majority of them concluded 
since the war, relate to death duties, not to mention a series 
of over sixty such arrangements adopted among the United 
Kingdo.m and the British dominions, protectorates and colonial 
possess10ns. . 

A further discussion of the nature of these various arrange
ments is given in Annex I. 1 

This work has progressed even though barriers were being 
raised to the flow of commerce in the form of tariffs, quotas, 
prohibitions and exchange restrictions. True, the efficacy of 
tax treaties has been reduced by these latter measures, but they 
have endured, and it is expected that they will endure, because 
they have become more and more a part of the fundamental 

1 See page 45· 
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law of each country which has been a party thereto. It is also 
to be hoped that the procedure of co-operation in this field will 

, extend to other fields, so that the removal of the other barriers 
to trade may permit the full effectiveness of measures to prevent 
double taxation. . . . 

There is still work to be done by the Fiscal Committee in this 
field, and there are many conventions that could be concluded. 
Most of the existing treaties have been negotiated by continental 
European countries to facilitate trade with their neighbours. 
Only two of them (France and Sweden) have concluded general 
Conventions with a country overseas (the United States of . 
America).- Of extra-European countries, Brazil, Canada, Ecuador, 
Japan and the United States of America have been parties to 
agreements ·with ·European 'States on shipping profits, and 
Canada and New Zealand have entered into agreements dealing 
with business through agents. Countries could encourage trade 
by negotiating more of these classes of conventions. 

An examination of the various Conventions shows a certain 
trend towards uniformity, but this might well be accelerated if 
the Fiscal Committee were to consider the wisdom of carrying 
out the proposal to study the 1928 drafts in the light of 
the various treaties concluded since then, with a view to 
formulating more up-to-date models. Furthermore, this work 
might be supplemented by the correlation and publication of 
the comparative studies on the concept of business income as 
well as the completion of the studies of the concept of fiscal 
domicile for individuals and legal entities. 

It is significant that the Committee started out by 
endeavouring to resolve the conflicts in the application of tax 
laws to the enterprises of one country operating in another and 
that it has little by little gone into the operation of tax laws 
in the countries themselves. There is no subject more engrossing 
than the growing burden and machinery of taxation, and 
there is no centre better fitted than the League Secretariat to 
carry on an objective study of the evolution and behaviour of 
tax systems during the recent periods of economic stress. While 
tax systems develop in accordance with the economic and 
political exigencies in the ·various countries, it is often 
acknowledged· that mistakes are being and have been made, and 
there is a growing tendency to look to the experience of others 
in order to avoid their acknowledged mistakes or to profit 
from their wise legislation-assuming that the economic, 
social and political conditions of the countries in question were 
sufficiently similar. Being themselves primarily administrators 
of taxes, the members of the Fiscal Committee have invoked 
the assistance of economists and other profound students of 
taxation, but have not lost sight of the fact that, in the last 
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analysis, taxation is a very practical science and must be adapted 
to the peculiar needs of the country in question. · 

The Committee's new work on principles of taxation is 
therefore being undertaken with a background of almost twenty 
years of comparative studie.s and the selection of principles and 
methods most susceptible of general adoption. The very fact 
that the Committee almost always proceeds by unanimous 
action tends to assure the universality of its proposals. Until 
now, the Committee has represented for the most p~ countries 
with highly developed systems of taxation, and it is significant 
that countries in the process of revising existing legislation or 
introducing new taxes are looking to it for guidance. 



ANNEX I 

GENERAL AGREEMENTS FOR THE PREVENTION OF 
DOUBLE TAXATION IN CONNECTION WITH TAXES 

ON INCOME AND PROPERTY 

Against the background of the pr~posals formulated at 
Geneva, it is interesting to examine briefly the agreements 
reached in the general field of taxes on income and property. 
The attached list (Annex II, page 52) of post-war general treaties 
to prevent double taxation reflects the movement to free trade 
from the shackles of cumulative taxes in which first one and 
then another of the countries of continental Europe have taken 
leading roles.- In the spring of 1921, Germany, in order to 
facilitate trade relations with the Saar Territory, . reached an 
understanding with the Governing Commission of the Saar. 
This pact was evidenced by a decree of the Governing Commis
sion which states that, on condition of reciprocity, residents 
of Germany should be taxed in the Saar Territory only on 
income from real property and commercial establishments, and 
that such income from Germany should be exempt in the 
Saar Territory. A similar decree was issued by the German 
Government. 

Germany then negotiated a very complete arrangement 
with Czecho-Slovakia, while France and the Saar, in 1922, 
reached an agreement for relief, not only in the field of income 
taxation, but also with regard to stamp taxes on bills of exchange, 
taxes on securities and on turnover. 

The reciprocal understanding which Germany reached with 
Czecho-Slovakia on the last day of 1921 introduced the motif 
for the handling of mutual tax problems in Central Europe. 
Each State could impose direct taxes on persons domiciled or 
habitually resident within its territory, except in respect of 
the property or income allotted for taxation exclusively in the 
other State-namely, land and buildings and the income 
therefrom, and mortgage interest, business establishments and 
profits therefrom, income from liberal professions exercised at 
a permanent establishment and salaries and pensions paid from 
public funds. If a State taxed dividends and interest by with
holding at source, the tax should belong only to such State. 
However, where the main establishment of an enterprise was 
in one State and branch establishment in the other, the tax on 
interest accruing from the business transacted by the branch 
was to be deducted only·for the benefit of the State in which · 



the branch was situated. Moreover, this treaty specifically 
makes the clauses on real property and business establishments 
applicable to .legal entities, . . 

With minor adaptati.ons to meet ~lfferences m. tax laws, the 
same principles were mcorporated m the treahes conclud~d 
by Germany with ot~er neighbou_ring States, such as Austna 
in 1922 and Hungary m 1923, but, m the latter treaty, th~ clause 
regarding taxation at domic!le was placed after t~e arhcles ~or 
taxation at source as a residuary catch-all for mcome wh1ch 
was not specifically mentioned. This residuary clause was also 
applicable to legal entities, the domicile of which is defined as 
the head office or the centre of management or control. 

In a treaty whi& Germany concluded with the Union of 
, Soviet Socialist Republics in 1925, concerning practical co
operation in the economic sphere, clauses to prevent double 
taxation of real property and business and the income therefrom 
embodied the principles previously described. · 

In 1922, the Italian G6vernment held a conference at Rome 
with Austria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania and Yugoslavia 
for the purpose of resolving their common problems of double 
taxation in a multilateral convention. The Italian tax system 
comprises taxes on income from lands and buildings, income 
from capital, income from business, income from professions 
or employment,. and a general income tax on total net income. 
The Convention presupposes the existence of such a system in 
other States and allots the specific classes of income for 
impersonal taxation in the country of the respective sources 
which are defined in a manner similar to that in the German 
treaties. As regards the general tax on total income, however, 
the treaty prescribes the same rules of taxation at source in the 
case of income from immovable· property, mortgages, business 
and work, but subjects the other income to the general tax 
at the taxpayer's residence. The Convention was signed April 
6th, 1922, but it came into effect only as between Italy and 
Austria. · 

As Czecho-Slovakia had not participated in the multipartite 
negotiations, It_aly concluded a treaty with that country in 
1924: The termmology and CC?ncepts resemble those in the early 
stud1es of the League of Nahons. In fact, the Italian director 
general of taxes, M. d' Aroma, was chairman of the Committee 
of Technical Experts. The treaty assigns impersonal taxation 
(imposta reale) of income from real property to the country of 
source, and likewise allots income from work to the State where 
it i_s carried on, and public salaries and pensions to the State 
y;h1ch pays the_m. Although, in principle, income from capital 
1s to be taxed ~n th_e State where the creditor is domiciled, by 
way of excephon, mterest on mortgages is attributed to the 

I 
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State in which the immovable property is situated, and income 
from securities is taxable in the State of the paying entity. 
A basket clause grants the right to tax life annuities and other 
classes of income not previously mentioned to the State in 
which the creditor is domiciled. 

Personal taxation on the taxpayer's total income is to be 
levied in accordance with the foregoing principles in the case 
of income from immovable property, mortgages, work and 
business, except in so far as it is carried on by a company (for 
which no rule is provided .presumably because legal entities 
were subject only to impersonal taxes). Other kinds of income, 
including dividends and interest on securities, are subject to 
the personal tax at the residence of the recipient. 

In Central Europe, the effect of multilateral treaties was 
being accomplished through the conclusion by the States which 
were negotiating treaties with Germany of essentially similar 
treaties between themselves. Thus the German-Czecho-Slovak 
Treaty of December Jist, 1921, was followed' by the Austro
Czecho-Slovak Convention of February 18th, 1922, and the 
Austro-German Treaty of May 23rd, 1922. Czecho-Slovakia 
concluded a treaty with Hungary on july 13th, 1923, and the 
tripartite ring was closed by the Hungarian treaty with Germany 
of November 6th, 1923. Germany entered into a provisional 
arrangement with Poland on March 21st, 1923 and a treaty 
was effected between the latter country and Czecho-Slovakia 
on April 23rd, 1925. 

On October 31st, 1925, Germany and Italy met at Rome to sign 
an agreement which reflected the theories and employed the 
terminology that· was being evolved at the Geneva meetings, 
yet, in substance, amalgamated the provisions in their previous 
treaties with other States. A distinction is expressly drawn 
between direct impersonal and personal taxation. As most 
of the important categories of income are subject under the 
treaty to-personal as well as imperson_al taxes at source, it 
differs little in substance from the prev10us Central European 
type of agreement. Income from the following sources is subject 
to impersonal and personal taxation in the country whence 
derived : · 

' (I) Immovable property; 
(2) Mortgage loans; 
(3) Industrial or commercial establishments, except that 

· maritime shipping enterprises shall be taxable only at the 
real centre of management ; 
· (4) Work, including libe~al professions and public em

ployment. 



Dividends and directors' fees are subject to impersonal 
taxation at the head office of the enterprise and ~erso~al 
taxation at fiscal domicile of the recipient. Although_. m p~m
ciple, interest derived from the inve~tm,ent of .f~nds. ts subJect 
to impersonal taxation at the credttor s dom1cile, mterest on 
Government and corporate bonds is taxable by .the State .of 
which the debtor is a national. Interest on savmgs depos1ts 
and current accounts is taxable only at the establishment where 
the deposit or account is located. Other income, inclu~ng 
annuities, is subject to both impersonal and personal taxahon 
at the domicile of the recipient. . 

During the following month, the Italian Government havmg 
invited Hungarian negotiators to Rome, a Convention on prac
tically the same basis was concluded on November 25th, 1925. 

In 1926, there was a lull in negotiations between continental 
European States ; but the British Board of Inland Revenue, 
seeing the trend toward taxing the major categories of income 
only at source, signed an agreement with the Irish Free State 
on April 14th, 1926, for the complete exemption by each country 
of all income flowing from sources in its territory to persons 
residing in the other State. This is still to-day the lone example 
of this type of general agreement, although numerous arrange-. 
ments have applied the principle of reciprocal exemption at 
source to shipping arid air navigation profits, and to income 
from sales through certain types of agents. 

On August nth, 1927, Denmark and Iceland negotiated a 
simple agreement. The following October 24th, Austria 
negotiated a treaty with the Swiss Confederation acting in the 
name of the Canton of St. Gall, which has subsequently been 
extended to other cantons. 
G~rmany and Sweden concluded a very complete treaty on 

Apnl 25th, 1928, and Hungary closed meshes in the Central 
European network by making agreements with Yugoslavia on 
February 22nd, 1928, and Poland on May 12th, 1928. The n~xt 
year, Austria reached an understanding with its little neighbour 
Liechtenstein, and Poland with Danzig. 

France, which bad been active in the studies under the 
au~pices of the League, then took the lead and negotiated a 
sene~ of Conventions beginning with Italy on June x6th, 1930, 
Belgtum on May x6tb, 1931, the United States of America on 
April 27th, 1932, Germany on November 9th, 1934, Sweden on 
Dec~mber 24th, 1936, and Switzerland on October 13th, 1937. 
Dunng; July 1932, fran~e and Tunis issued reciprocal decrees for 
the relief from vanous mcome, stamp and succession taxes with 
respect to securities. In varying degrees, these agreements 
reflect the Geneva draft Conventions of 1928. Inasmuch as 
both the French and Italian tax systems embrace impersonal 
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taxeson specific sources of income and a superimposed general 
income tax, draft Convention lct was used as a model for the 
Convention between these two States. However, as the·French 
impersonal tax on income from securities is levied on dividends 
and interest from foreign as well as domestic securities a special 
provision was inserted in Article II and in paragraph 7 of the 
protocol (Collection, Vol. III, pages 26 and 28) whereby France, 
in principle, shall deduct from its impersonal tax on such 
income the impersonal tax levied upon it in Italy. This treaty 
also contains special provisions dealing with the application of 
the French tax on income from securities to Italian enterprises 
exploiting property in France (protocol, No. 6, Ibid.). 

As regards personal taxes, each State is to continue to levy 
its tax on total income upon a person having in its territory 
his fiscal domicile-that is to say, his ordinary residence, under
stood in the sense of permanent abode. Air navigation enter
prises, like shipping enterprises, are taxable only in the State 
in which the real centre of management is situated, provided 
the aircraft or ships possess the nationality or fly the flag of 
such State.· 
· Although the Belgian system is composed of impersonal taxes 
and a superimposed personal tax,· the treaty between that 
country and France does not affect personal taxes. Its 
provisions on impersonal taxes follow those in Convention Ic 
of 1928, including the principle of taxing income from securities 
at fiscal domicile but permitting an allowance, within a certain 
percentage, against the tax payable at domicile in respect of 
the tax withheld at source in the other contracting State 
(Article 6, Collection, Vol. V, page 59). 

The treaty between the United States of America and France, 
which was negotiated during the summer of 1930 though not 
signed until 1932, was intended primarily to limit the application 
of the French tax on income from securities in the case of Ame
rican corporations with branches and subsidiaries in Fra':lc~ to a 
territorial basis (in the case of a branch, to a presumed d1vtdend 
equal to three-fourths of the profits of the branch, and in the 
case of a subsidiary, to div~den~ plus div~ed ~ro~ts received 
by the parent) in conforrruty With the bas1~ pnnc1pl~s ~f the 
draft Conventions of 1928. It also embod1es the pnnc1ple of 
reciprocal exemption of patent and co~yright royalties, ~nd 
exempts, in a reciprocal clause, profits att'?butable t.o the buymg 
of goods in one country to supply esta~l.1Shments 10 the oth~r. 

Italy, in 1931, concluded an add1~1onal apeement w_1th 
France primarily· to modify the preVIous ~e~u':le f_or taxmg 
Italian companies with branches. and subs1d1anes ~ Fra':lce 
(the basis for the French tax on mcome from secunhes bemg 
limited, in the former case, to the amount of profits earned by 
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the branch, and, in the latter, to dividends distributed by the 
French subsidiary to the Italian parent cqmpany, plus any 
profit diverted from the French to the Italian company) (Collec
tion, Vol. V, page 69). 

The French treaties with Germany and Sweden do not 
distinguish between impersonal and personal taxes and follow 
the lines of draft Convention Ic, except that income from se~u
rities may be taxed both 'at fiscal domic!le and by ~thh~ld~ng 

· at source. The treaty with S'Yitzerland IS sub~tantlally Similar 
and limits both personal and Impersonal taxation by the St~te 
of fiscal domicile to income not expressly allocated for taxatJ.on 
at source (Article 12). (All the treaties. subseq.uent to ~~at w1th 
the United States of America contam special provisions for 
restricting the extraterritorial application of the French tax 
on income from securities similar to those in the additional 
agreement with Italy.) 

In 1931, the triangle between France, Italy and Belgium was 
completed by a treaty between the last two, essentially similar 
to the Franco-Italian Convention. In a treaty the same year, 
between Belgium and Luxemburg, personal taxes and th~ 
taxation of income from securities are not mentioned. 

Germany concluded agreements e.mbodying typical clauses 
with Switzerland in 1931, Finland in 1935 and Roumania and 
the Netherlands in 1937. Similarly broad reciprocal regulations 
for relief from double taxation were promulgated by Germany 
and Poland in 1936. During the years between 1931 and 1938, 
other European States concluded Conventions resembling mostly 
Convention Ic of 1928-namely, in 1931, Finland and Sweden ; 
in 1932, Austria and Poland, Denmark and Sweden, Hungary 
and Roumania ; in 1933, Roumania and Yugoslavia, Belgium 
and the Netherlands, the Netherlands and Sweden; in 1936, 
Hungary and Sweden ; in 1937, Iceland and Sweden, Hungary 
and Roumania, Denmark and Finland ; in 1938, Italy and 
Roumania, Denmark and Germany, Belgium and Germany. 
· In 1939, agreements were concluded between Denmark and 

Iceland, and the. United States of America entered the stage 
again by signing with Sweden a general agreement which 
follows essentially the form of Convention Ic of 1928. 

Hen~e, t~e predominant tendency has been toward the method 
of attnbutmg most cl~sses of income for taxation exclusively 
at source and exemptmg them at the fiscal domicile of the 
~ecipient, leaving onlr a few items, such as income from sales 
m the other contr~ctmg State through a bona-fide commission 
agent or broker,. mcome from shipping and air navigation, 
patent and copynght royalties, and life annuities for taxation 
exclusively at fiscal domicile. ' 
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Although the principle of taxing dividends and interest only 
at the fiscal domicile of the recipient is frequently recognised, 
the country of source may exercise a prior right to tax if it 
has a system of collection at source applicable to such income. 
In this case, some treaties prevent double taxation by granting 
a reduction in the tax payable at fiscal domicile on such income, 
which varies in extent, but others permit double taxation. 

While exempting the various categories of income whick by 
treaty are taxable at source in the other State, a number of 
States have reserved the right to apply to the income taxable 
at fiscal domicile in their territory the effective rate in their 
progressive scale of taxes which would have been applied to 
entire net income. Where the rate at source is as high or higher 
than that at fiscal domicile, such a provision is essentially 
equivalent to the provision in the treaty between Sweden and 
the United States of America, which, at least with regard to 
the latter country, incorporates the principle of the credit 
for foreign taxes in the United States Revenue Act. 

General recognition of the prior right of the country of source 
to tax all income except that from sales through certain classes 
of agents (and income of Government employees, which is taxable 
only by the paying State) is found in the agreement of January 
xoth, 1939, between th~ Union of South Africa and Southern 
Rhodesia, which prevents double taxation of income taxable 
in both through a novel formula, which is a variation of the 
practice of dividing the. relief to be given between the two 
States concerned adopted by Great Britain in its dominion 
income tax relief. 

However, other conventions are in the process of being 
negotiated along the lines previously described. 
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ANNEX U 

SYNOPTICALTABLE OF THE GENERAL AGREEMENTS 
ON PREVENTION OF DOUBLE TAXATION IN 

CONNECTION WITH INCOME AND PROPERTY TAXES 

Year . Germany and 1 taly and Frame and Other treaties Year 
1921 Saar 

Czecho-Slovakia 
1~21 

192::1 Austria Succession Saar 
States 

Austria-Czecho-Slovakia 1922 

1923 Hungary Czecho-Slovakia-Hungary 1923 
Czecho- Danzig-Poland ' 1924 1924-

Slovakia Austria-Hungary 
. 1925 U.S.S.R. Germany Czecho-Slovakia-Poland 1925 

Italy Hungary 
1926 United Kingdom- 1926 

Irish Free State and 1928 
1927 Denmark-Iceland 1927 

Austria-Switzerland 
1928 Sweden Hungary-Yugoslavia 1928 

Austria-Netherlands 
Hungary-Poland 

1929 . Austria-Liechtenstein 1929 
Danzig-Poland 

1930 • France Italy 1930 
1931 Switzerland, Belgium Belgium , B~lgium-Luxemburg 1931 Luxemburg Fmland-Sweden · 
1932 · United States Austria-Poland 1932 

Tunis Denmark-Sweden 
. ' Hungary-Roumania 

1933 Roumania-Yugoslavia 1933 
Belgium-Netherlands 

1934 France Germany 1934 
1935 Finland Netherlands-Sweden 1935 1936 Poland Sweden Czecho-Slovakia- . 1936 

Yugoslavia 

Roumania· 
Hungary-Sweden 

1937 Switzerland Iceland-Sweden Netherlands 
Hungary-Roumania 

1937 

1938 Denmark 
Denmark-Finland 

Roumania 
1938 Bel~ium 

Southern Rhodesia- 1939. 
Union of South ~frica 

Denmark-Iceland 
United States-Sweden 
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ABBREVIATIONS VSED I 

E.F.S. 73.F. 19 : Report on Double Taxation, submitted to thll. 
:l'inancial Committee by Professors Bruins, Einaudi, Seligman and Sir 
josiah Stamp, 1923. 

F.212 : Double Taxation and Fiscal Evasion--Report and 
Resolutions submitted by the Technical Experts to the Financial 
Committee of the League Of Nations, 1925. 

' 0 

ColloctiiYII: Collection of International Agreements and Internal 
Legal Provisions for the Prevention of Double Taxation and Fiscal 
Evasion, 6 volumes, 1928-1936. 

Tuati011: Taxation of Foreign and National Enterprises, s volumes, 
1932-1933· 

t For detailed bibliography of League of Nations publications on 
double taxation and tax eYasion, see cover pages. 


